
MASSAGE SILK
WORKBOOK



1. MASSAGE SILK is available in three scents:

2. MASSAGE SILK is a luxurious massage product that is moisturizing and good for the skin.

• It is  ________________________ soluble.

• It can be washed off or left on the skin to provide extra ________________________ .

3. It can be used for :

4. One ingredient in MASSAGE SILK is:

_________________________________________

MASSAGE SILK
5. Coconut extract bene�ts include:

6. Additional ingredients include:

• These two ingredients are ________________________ molecules, which means that they are 

identical to the molecules found within the skin.

• Sun�ower seed oil has bioidentical ________________________, including some ceramides that 

are found in the skin barrier.

• Glycerin is a molecule that the skin uses to________________________ the structure of the skin 

barrier. 

7. MASSAGE SILK also contains :

 

_________________________________ massage _________________________________ massage
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BENEFITS

Potent __________________________

Supports _________________________

_________________________

Moisturizing

Softens



MASSAGE SILK
BENEFITS
• Provides perfect glide massage medium
• Rinses off completely with water (water-soluble)
• Softens and hydrates
• For facial or body massage
• Highly concentrated
• Paraben-free
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